
Professional Trailbuilders Association 
Board of Directors Teleconference
Thursday, June 19, 2014

Call to order – 6:08 p.m. (PST)
Board Members Present:                                                              

Peter Jensen
Charles Dundas
Susan Stormer
Dennis Smith
Margie Tatro

Gerry Wilbour
Jeremy Wimpey
Doug Hanson
Mike Passo

1.  Conference Wrap-up and Report  (Mike)
Review of the Stonewall Conference, Finances, and follow-up.
The Stonewall Conference was incredibly successful in many respects:

� 280 people attended, totals to 648 participant contact days 
� 28 vendors
� 34% of the attendance came from workshops (220 participant days)
� Tried out the mini-workshop format and had a very positive response
� 88 people filled out the Survey form (details of the responses the attachment)  

However, the finances on the year only came out to about break even. This is due to the following 
factors:

1) Incredible complexity of handling lodging, meals and conference fees.
2) Original calculations of cost to Stonewall were underestimated by $17/person/day, 

making our pricing ineffective at creating profit.
3) Workshops costs (especially equipment rental) were high, and revenue generated 

through workshop fees was insufficient to cover the cost overrun.
4) Increased Director salaries.
5) Extended conference format spread out our attendance, to the degree that we only had 

146 people (max) attending at any given time.

Discussion:
- Gerry – I think the one problem we made this year was setting our conference 

fees too low. Even adding $10/person could have made a huge difference. The 
Finance committee needs to be more involved in setting fees. We increase our 
risk by taking on lodging an meals, which we should never do again. No matter 
what we take on, we have to get our margins right.

- Margie – like the ideas mike suggested about diversifying our income streams. 
Grant funding or other audiences.

- Gerry – continue to have a dialog in each of the markets that we operate in.
- Jeremy – Virginia Tech, Jeff Marion, would be a great resource for that grant. In 

terms of the conference, we continue to have the same issues year after year of 
getting the contract information right. Need to address why this happens and 
address the reason.

- Gerry – Always uncertainty. Need to address the uncertainty up front when we 
set the prices. Finance Committee should have pushed harder to be involved 
more in the prices. 

- Dennis – can we improve what we make on the workshops? 
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- Gerry – If we do the workshop model, we need to at least be on a break even 
basis, including Mike's time. Probably made money on some of the workshops

- Peter – Would it be appropriate for the finance committee to recommend a 
percentage return on all workshops?

- Gerry – Finance should use a true cost analysis on the prices of that workshop. 
Stonewall in November sounds great, but Finance committee should be involved 
in the setting of the workshop fees, including % of overhead. Up to the BOD to 
determine the return above this.

- Peter – Can you work with Mike to develop this in the next month or so? 
Concious of everything coming down the pike.

- Gerry – If we set something up in Stonewall, then Finance could come in to 
determine cost and fees. Need a financial review before we commit to them.

Motion by Gerry Wilbour to give Finance Committee jurisdiction over 
advising the board on the fees for conferences and workshops.
Second by Susan
Discussion: 

� Dennis – Gerry can you give more description of what it would 
include.

� Gerry – We are floundering financially because we are not setting 
our fees right. The Conference committee is not set up for seeing 
this from the financial standpoint. Proposing that the Finance 
committee would analyze true costs, and then look into projections 
to be sure that everything is thought through. Then make a 
recommendation to the BOD.

� Dennis – Will you review the contracts before they are signed.
� Gerry – Yes, it is a recurring issue, so the Finance committee 

would review all contracts before signing.
Motion Carries unanimously.

2.  Project Solicitations on the Website. (Peter)
It has been suggested that the projects that PTBA receives might be good to put on the 
website for the benefit of the industry, as opposed to just our membership.

Troy suggests that we may need to make this information available to everyone in the 
industry, instead of just putting it out to the membership.

Discussion:
- Dennis – Apologize for the emotion in this. I am the instigator of the Trail 

Solicitation page on the website. Marketing does not appear to lead us to 
anything wrong within the IRS rules. In my opinion, I believe that we are not in 
jeopardy by having the solicitations be available only to our members. I went to 
the website pretending to be a land manager and could not find the trail 
solicitation web page. That is wrong. I have made millions off this service. I don't 
want to share it with non-professional companies.

- Peter – crux of issue is, if it is on the website then the general public can see it 
verses our members.

- Gerry – I'm persuaded by Troy's logic, but I have a lot of sympathy for Dennis' 
position. The way we perhaps resolve this could be allowing the project owner 
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decide who they want the project sent out to. I advise agencies on how to solicit 
for bids. Some project owners will decide that they want to solicit for only PTBA 
folks due to quality. Some project owners might HAVE to make it publicly 
available. This could solve the problem by having both available. There are 
instances where public agencies would list on our website.

- Peter – What is the association's primary goals. The goals we put out there did 
not include members only in any way. Gerry's ideas addresses this nicely.

- Charlie – All of this information is publicly available, for the most part. Sometimes 
they advertise locally only. I think the idea of letting the project owner chose 
solves the problem. It would be just a matter of identifying that information on the 
website.

- Mike – can do this easily. Mike will make these changes.

3.  Committee Reports  (Peter)
Financial Committee (Gerry)
This report was largely done in the Conference report above. Finance committee will be 
pulled together to look at workshop costs soon.  

Industry Awareness (Margie)
A quick report was provided earlier on the future financial options. There have 
only been one of the 4 allowed requests for regional sponsorship. Activity 
“expansion” options for the committee were discussed by the committee during the 
annual conference but given the current state of the association’s finances, the 
committee will stick to its original 2014 plan and budget.

USFS Trails Connect Meeting recap and steps forward
Margie sent the report to the Board on this. Margie is following up with the USFS 
actively. The issue that came up with them is the issue of gaps in training. The 
topic that resonnated was the concept of Hybrid Contracting. They would be very 
keen on help with working their way through that process. We can teach them 
how to get better bang for their resources through teaching them how to Hybrid 
contract.

We need to pick a couple of people that are actively engaged with the forest 
service on a quarterly basis. This is a really important conversation to keep 
moving on.
� Gerry – this initiative was started by the MOU committee. Troy started this off 

by meeting with Jaime Schmidt at a meeting in Alaska. Troy has a fire in his 
belly about this one. He is very good at working on these topics. I'd like to 
volley this back into Troy's court to run with, and report back to the board on 
his work. Troy would be willing, too.

� Peter – this is a door that is opening up and I see it getting larger and larger. 
This could be a new strategic direction for our organization. This also opens 
the door to other Land Management Agencies (NPS, BLM, etc.). I like the idea 
of having Troy run with this.

� Charlie – we have been doing this for 5 years with the USFS, with hybrid 
contracting. 

� Peter – Charlie and Troy could work together on this and bring those best 
practices to the higher ups, could be really beneficial. 
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� Margie – If we put together case studies and details about how this works to 
disseminate amongst all of the regions would be very effective.

� Charlie – it will be published in the Region 8 newsletter.
� Margie – I can provide any help or backup to Troy in this.
� Peter – Charlie, Mike, Margie, Gerry and Troy can work together on this. 

Charlie is willing. Gerry is willing, Margie is willing.
� Gerry – Troy is no longer on the board. The only membesr of the MOU 

committee currently on the board are myself, Charlie and Margie.
� Peter – Gerry can liason with Troy and the MOU committee. Let's have a 

conference call within the next month to get moving on this.
� Charlie – We are starting a 3 year project close to DC.

CRT Sponsorship of $250
CRT contribution has been requested of each member. They asked for $500 
each. We are offering $250. Recommending that we pay this out of the Industry 
Awareness budget.

IMBA Summit sponsorship of $1000?
Decided to support this as a national level conference. Is there any opposition to 
this plan?
� Gerry – this would come from already allocated funding, right?
� Dennis – I'm for this.

American Trails Advertising $500 for Business Directory, $325 for AT 
Magazine
� Dennis – I did subscribe for my company. I'm not sure it makes a lot of 

difference, but I'm not sure.
� Margie – Industry Awareness has not weighed in on this yet
� Charlie – strikes me that we are actively working hard to promote AT and the 

ITS. Seems like asking us to pay in addition to this is a bit duplicitous.
� Margie – Recommend that we go ahead with the quarterly ad in the 

magazine, but hold off on the Business Directory until we have worked it in to 
our strategic plan.

Strategic Plan (Jeremy)
47 respondents to the survey we sent out to the membership. They informed the 
Portland choice well. 

Discussion:
- Margie – what are the next steps on this committee
- Jeremy – We will have a scheduled meeting in the near future. 
- Margie – do you need help to get this to move forward?
- Jeremy – will push this forward and report back to the board.

4.   2015 Meeting in Portland?  (Mike)
See Director's Report for detailed description. A decision to move forward with this is 
needed tonight.
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Discussion:
- Gerry – The World Forestry Center is a large influential organization that would 

be great to get involved in. 
- Dennis – What if we told our potential vendors that there is a possibility that 

they'd end up in doors, or at Magness as backups. I think that space will be 
available, most likely.

- Gerry – the last indication from Daryl was that there might be someone in the 
Parks Dept that could champion this. I have a lot of respect for Daryl and his 
ability to coordinate this as a project. He'd be an excellent lead on this and would 
be a penny pincher to cost control.

- Dennis – I'll be in the area to meet with people if it would be necessary.
- Peter – the conference committee

Motion by Gerry Wilbour to get a commitment from the AT Board to 
move forward with joining with Portland ITS in May of 2015 within 30 
days.
Second by Dennis Smith.
Discussion: 

� Dennis – Need a word from AT on this.
� Charlie – need this within 30 days.
� Gerry – We will give the AT board 30 days to finalize the 

agreement.
� Charlie – need an agreement by the middle of July.
� Dennis – Mike, do you
� Gerry – They have conference space in the hotel for free for our 

member meetings.
� Margie – we should offer our commitment to AT, and authorize 

Mike and Finance committee to work the negotiation within 30 
days.

� Dennis – do we need a motion now. Just have Mike get back to us 
within 30 days. Can AT reassure us that AT is committed? Can we 
have.

� Gerry – lets make an offer to the AT Board so that they can act on 
this agreement in principle. Then we will follow up very soon with 
our commitment.

Motion Does Not Carry Due to Lack of Quorum.

5.  New Business.
Troy Duffin threw out the idea of developing PTBA plans to offer to the public. This 
should be addressed in the Strategic Plan.

Recruit a new Conference Committee Chair
Mike will put out a call to the membership for volunteers.
Is anyone interested from the folks that have been on the committee?
Gerry – the committee should select their own chair. This is a difficult position within the 
organization. We greatly appreciate the 

Did the USFS White Paper get out to the attendees?
Unsure what happened to it. Mike will follow up on this.
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Are there any details associated with the IMBA request for sponsorship?
Margie – Yes, there was a specific request form IMBA. Had planned to support the IMBA 
summit on a regional basis. After talking with Tony Boone and others, it seemed to be 
strong support for adding the support for this.

6.  Next Board Meeting?
Based on the response from AT, we will have a meeting soon after that. If they respond 
earlier

Tuesday, July 15, 2014

Meeting Adjourned at 8:25pm
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